
Seeing Long-tailed Jaegers in North America is something of a different scenario from the one I experienced growing up in the 
UK. Back home in Blighty, they are a scarce passage migrant, typically seen from a wind and rain-lashed headland as a distant, dark 
silhouette, slinking along wave troughs. In the northeastern USA, Long-taileds are rarely seen from land and are essentially highly 
pelagic creatures, daintily dip-feeding out in the offshore submarine canyons, and usually seen from organized pelagic boats. 

Identification of non-breeding jaegers is fraught with difficulty. Unlike in the US, in northern Europe, one and two year old birds are 
uncommon, most passage birds being either adults in spring or adults or juveniles in autumn. Pelagic trips off  Massachusetts in August 
in 2013, 2015 and 2016 afforded good views of all three jaeger species in their first and second cycles, especially Pomarine and Long-
tailed (Parasitic being the rarer jaeger, preferring inshore waters where terns are likely to be found).

This post is more about the exploring the molt and appearance of these non-breeding birds. The main issues of separating smaller 
jaegers, has already been done in detail by Klaus Malling Olsen and Hans Larsson in particular. Steve Howell and Peter Pyle have 
documented (in litt.) some of the molt issues that help us all age many jaegers in the field and have provided a wealth of research and 
resource material. 

The main issue that has become apparent is that molt timing in jaegers is variable! Since it isn’t possible to track one bird throughout 
its migration, the timing and onset of molt schedules are often a best guess scenario with museum specimens and observations of birds 
in the wintering areas providing useful information. Looking at the molt of summering birds in the northern hemisphere has also 
provided some insight but some questions remain that need clarification.

Movements
Juvenile Long-taileds follow adults to spend their winter in the south temperate and subantarctic regions, returning to northern oceans 
in their 2nd cal year to spend summers offshore as one year old (“first-summer”) birds.  
“In the non-breeding season it heads farther south on average than the other two jaegers. It also is farther offshore, not only in winter, 
but during migration and finds areas of cold water to spend the boreal winter. It seems that edges of currents, or offshore underwater 
topography create the right habitat for this jaeger although it is little known during the offshore part of its life.” (Neotropical Birds Online).

Juvenile Long-tailed Jaeger, pale phase, August 2oth 2016, Massachusetts (Julian Hough) 



Older non-breeders have been known to visit nesting colonies in a prospecting manner (Wiley & Lee 2008), but many summer and molt entirely 
out at sea where these unfamiliar plumages cause identification issues for sea-going birders.

Molt and Ageing
At this point, before we get into things, we need to do a molt overview first. I will try and oversimplify this molt terminology before going 
further ‘cos it won’t make any sense otherwise when discussing plumage states.

I recommend you go get a stiff drink, slip into something more comfortable and take some Tylenol, cos it’s ‘bout to get tricky and confusing! And then 
some…
 
The premise of the molt put forth in Howell, Corben, Pyle and Rogers (2003) or Howell (2010) can be somewhat confusing  and will be 
especially alien to European birders not well-versed with Americanized molt terminology. Adult birds molt completely once a year. This is 
their basic plumage, so it is a molt cycle that goes from basic plumage to basic plumage. Molts come before plumage, so the first prebasic 
(prejuvenile) molt produces first basic (juvenile) plumage.  In many species, juveniles undergo a preformative molt of their body feathers, 
resulting in formative plumage.  In many birds the preformative molt is partial, but in some species, such as jaegers, it is complete.

Some birds need to molt feathers more than once per year. Additional molts inserted into the basic-basic schedule are known as prealternate 
molts that results in alternate plumage, and is usually a partial molt that does not involve wing feathers. 

The subsequent second prebasic molt produces second basic plumage and so on. Once a bird reaches a mature plumage aspect (appearance), 
one that doesn’t change from year to year, it is termed Definitive (e.g., a Western Sandpiper when it is 12 months old, molts into a grey plumage 
during its second autumn and is indistinguishable in appearance from an older adult. It has thus reached a definitive basic plumage). After that, 
while formative plumage happens only once (in the first year of the bird’s life) alternate plumage happens every year of a bird’s life and often 
results in a change in the plumage aspect of the bird. 

Back to jaegers…
Most jaegers in their first year of life, after the prebasic (or prejuvenile) molt from natal down, leave the nest in fresh juvenile plumage.  
“Juvenile” is synonymous with first-basic plumage – “ juvenile” works and is understood by most field birders so we’ll use that term here in-
stead of first basic to keep things simple (moreso for me, rather than you!).  These juveniles dazzle us on early fall pelagics, but then seemingly 
have a protracted, complete preformative molt from October-June. It starts in late fall (Oct-Feb) involving head and body feathers and finishes 
with a complete molt of the flight feathers on the wintering grounds and sometimes completing at-sea on the summer grounds (Jan-June). Once 
those juveniles have begun their preformative molt in late fall/early winter, they are then considered to be in formative plumage They remain in 
this formative plumage throughout the winter and many are still largely in this plumage when we see them off the mid-Atlantic in the summer 
of their 2nd cal year, before they undergo a limited prealternate molt of body feathers in late summer before the beginning of the second basic 
plumage molt cycle in early fall.

What the hell am I seeing off the East coast?
So, on a late August trip off the east coast, you could possibly encounter:

•	 juveniles (so fresh that they should still have eggshell fragments stuck to them!)
•	 one-year-old birds in formative (or first-alternate plumage). Precise aging of these depends on date and whether or not the limited first-

prealternate molt has begun.
•	 second or third-alternate plumaged birds 
•	 worn adults migrating south in breeding (definitive alternate) plumage

Molt Cycle
The current literature is pretty detailed with respect to ageing, but trying to understand what is going on with molt with these birds when 
individual birds can’t be tracked leads to conjecture and some confusion about the timing of any “spring” molt in one year old birds. Referencing 
the literature, it seems that most of the questions I had were addressed in some ways in those papers. However, based on studies of these summer 
birds, the onset of the second prebasic, primary molt in first-cycle Long-tailed Jaegers can begin as early as August (rather than October as 
suggested in the literature e.g., Howell 2007) and is thus similar to Pomarine in this respect.  

The first molt cycle that a juvenile Long-tailed undergoes starts with a preformative molt (first involving head and body feathers) in early winter 
resulting in formative body plumage. This continues and finishes with wing and tail feathers on the wintering grounds and sometimes during or 
after spring migration and formative plumage is usually complete in late spring and becomes more worn as summer progresses.

So what happened to the prealternate molt that results in first alternate plumage that I said gets inserted into the basic-basic molt cycle?
Did it have one? If molt is hard to determine, does this molt disappear and never happen? Or, is the molt so protracted, that there is no visible 
prealternate molt  and they simply molt from formative plumage into second basic plumage? Apparently, Long-tailed’s have a limited first 
prealternate body molt that takes place in mid-summer and early fall, later than in most birds, but occurring in jaegers because of the protracted 
and complete preformative molt. 



This raises some molt and aging questions. These queries had been coincidentally also been addressed by Peter Pyle and Martin Reid in a shortly 
to be published paper for Western Birds (Pyle and Reid in press) that will also put forth some new ideas on timings and terminology of jaeger 
molts. 

Photo Gallery
So, here’s a few images of Long-tailed’s (and some Pomarines where relevant) from August trips with some notes on id and age-related 
information which may be useful if you find yourself looking at a funky jaeger. These assumptions are based on field experience and my 
extrapolations herein (based on the literature) and are my own so I assume there will be some errors or misinterpretations – feel free to join the 
discussion!

Juvenile, Long-tailed Jaeger, dark phase, August 22nd 2015, Massachusetts (Julian Hough)
In the field, a light, buoyant flight style, coupled with a “kestrel-like” long back end easily nail this bird as a classic Long-tailed. From the pictures, 
the crisp white fringes on the mantle and uniform plumage age it as a juvenile. The two white outer primary shafts and blunt-ended central rec-
trices are classic. The combination of dark head and obvious zebra-striped uppertail coverts are also Long-tailed, since dark-headed Parasitics 
usually lack such a contrasting pattern on the rump.
  



Juvenile Long-tailed Jaeger, pale phase, August 20th 2016, Massachusetts (Julian Hough)
Typical pale juvenile with blonde head, white belly and contrasting dark breast band. Overall shape with round head, deep chest tapering 
smoothly into the tail and a long rear end with tell-tale central rectrices make for an easy id. Note proportions can suggest Pomarine rather than  
Parasitic

Juvenile Long-tailed Jaeger, Intermediate phase August 25th 2013, Massachusetts (Julian Hough)
A stunner with typical Long-tailed shape. Short  thick bill, round head with a slim body and deep chest. Look at those zebra-patterned undertail 
coverts. 
 



First Alternate Long-tailed Jaeger, August 20th 2016, Massachusetts (Julian Hough)
Typical one-year old bird in presumed first-alternate plumage. It has worn formative feathers (juvenile-like, dark centered with pale fringes). Are 
the brown wingcovert feathers new formative feathers replced in the spring? This individual appears to show two, new inner primaries growing, 
indicating an early onset of the second prebasic molt. At this point, the first preaternate molt and second prebasic molt are overlapping.

Formative/First Alternate Long-tailed Jaeger, dark phase, August 20th 2016, Massachusetts (Julian Hough) 
Since there really aren’t any dark morph adult Long-tailed’s reported, the plumage aspect of these birds I prefer to describe as phases, since even 
dark phase (or type) will change into a pale adult. Morphs don’t change, so this would seem incorrect usage when applied to these variable birds.



Second Alternate (3rd cal year) Long-tailed Jaeger, August 20th 2016, Massachusetts (Julian Hough)
The second alternate plumage is evidenced by the new, adult like head pattern, fresh grey feathers admixed into the upperparts and wing coverts 
and molted darker axillary feathers reducing the barring on the underwings.

This individual, after replacing remaining head and body (formative and first alternate feathers) at 12-15 months old, underwent a second 
prebasic molt in late fall to attain second-basic plumage. It completed primary molt on the wintering grounds I assume at the same time it was 
completing its second prebasic body moult before heading north to summer  north of the equator. 

Olsen  also mentions that these non-adult birds often replace a varied amount of head and body feathers in their molt which may explain why 
some  individuals  look more-adult-like in their plumage aspect than other individuals of the same age.

Second Alternate (?) Long-tailed Jaeger, August 22nd, Massachusetts 2015 (Julian Hough)
This was aged as a 2nd alternate in the field. Looking at this bird again, the apparent fresher-looking primaries than the bird above and the dark 
spotted chin and throat, is this bird a 3rd alternate or a 2nd-alternate bird? Can it be safely aged? Are those new inner primaries and old outer 
3??  If so, it may indicate a suspended primary molt the year before (Olsen, pers. comm.)



First Alternate Long-tailed Jaeger (same bird as previous page), August 20th 2016, Massachusetts (Julian Hough) 
Usually one-year old Long-taileds in photos in August/early Sept show needle like rectrices, so has this bird already replaced those with these 
blunt-looking ones?

None of the formative-plumaged individuals we saw on 20th August showed any retained juvenile P10-9 or appeared to show new P10-9 
primaries still growing in, suggesting that first prebasic primary molt completed sometime in early summer. By contrast, many formative/first-
alternate Pomarine Jaegers seen at this time of year were either still growing in new P10 or showed retained worn juvenile P10-9. Although molt 
is variable in jaegers, on particularly troublesome birds, if the preformative primary molt is still incomplete by mid-August, it may suggest the 
bird is a Pomarine.

Formative/First Alternate 
Pomarine Jaeger, August 22nd 
2015, Massachusetts (Julian 
Hough) 

Unlike the Long taileds, the 
Pomarines we same at this time of 
year were still growing in P9-10



Adult Pomarine Jaeger, August 22nd 2015, Massachusetts (Julian Hough) 
Since Long-taileds are a longer distance migrant, adults typically don’t molt their primaries until reaching the winter ground. Since Pomarines 
(and Parasitics) winter at more northern latitudes, they begin primary molt earlier, so any adult bird missing inner primaries in late summer/early 
fall is unlikely to be a Long-tailed.
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